
To           20
th
 January 2014 

Chris Kinyanjui 

Chief Executive Officer 

 

And 

 

Natasha Barker 

Director, Finance and Operations 

ActionAid International  

 

Dear Sir/Madam 

At the outset, I would like to thank you for your kind willingness to investigate into the 

grievances that I suffered for a year in ActionAid (AA) India. 

As suggested by you in your mails Dated 9
th
 January 2014, here with I am submitting the 

following for your kind perusal. I request you to read this note along with my previous 

submission to the Chairperson of ActionAid International Board, Honourable Irene Ovonji 

Odida; on 6
th

 January 2014, (the same is also attached along with this mail for your 

reference). 

I shall only write about specific issues instead of a long elaboration, as my first note already 

speaks about almost all issues except the few mentioned in this note. 

1. I was interviewed for the post of Programme Officer and appointed as Field Officer 

with the same job description of Programme Officer, with lower salary  

What procedure ActionAid India followed while downgrading this position was not 

made clear to me until date? When I asked for the reasons, Raghu, Regional Manager 

– Hyderabad, offered different reasons on different occasions. Moreover, when I 

requested for upgradation, he said that there is no provision for upgradation according 

to HR policy. If that is so, how could they downgrade the position from the program 

officer to a field officer? 

 



2. My first request for upgradation and an inquiry into my concerns on the issues of 

discrimination was sent to India Country Director, Sandeep Chachra on 26
th

 January 

2013, but no inquiry was conducted until the end of my contract period i.e. 15
th

 May 

2013. On May 18
th

 2013, I again wrote to the Country Director and all staff on 26
th

 

June 2013. After this mail, 30 colleagues from different regional offices had 

supported me and wrote to the Country Director. Following are the transcripts of the 

mails written by my colleagues.  

1. Rajasekhar, Programme Officer, Hyderabad
i
, wrote a mail 

requesting inquiry.  

2. Kumkum Kumar Programme Manager, Kolkata, along with 20 

below mentioned colleagues,  wrote a mail to Sandeep seeking 

a reply to my mail
ii
 

3. Arvind Kumar, Programme Manager, Lucknow;  

4. Ashfaq Mohammed; Programme Officer, Jaipoor 

5. Bana Mallika, Programme Officer, Guwahati 

6. Barsha Chakraborty;  Programme Officer, Lucknow 

7. Cecilia Khozol; Programme Officer Guwahati 

8. Gomathi Palanikumar; Programme Officer, Chennai 

9.  Gurjeet Kaur; Programme Manager, Delhi 

10. Lopamudra Behera; Programme Officer, Bhubaneswar 

11. Madhukar Sanap; Programme Officer, Mumbai 

12.  Mariya Salim; Programme Officer, Delhi 

13. Nasmin Choudhury; Programme Officer, Kolkata 

14. Navin Narayan; Programme Officer, Delhi 

15. Paroj Banerjee; Programme Officer, Mumbai 

16. Pritha Chatterjee; Programme Officer, Delhi 
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17.  Pushpasree Devi; Programme Manager Patna 

18.  Sangita Malshe; Programme Officer, Mumbai 

19. Sharanya Nayak; Programme Officer, Bhubaneswar  

20. Shweta Karkera; Programme Officer, Patna 

21.  Sion Kongari; Programme Officer, Jaipoor 

22.  Umesh Gupta, Programme Manager, Delhi 

Sandeep replied to Kumkum and other colleagues’ mail
iii

 saying that he had ordered an 

objective inquiry. 

23.  Madhumita, Programme Manager, Bhubaneswar wrote in 

solidarity to my mail
iv
  

24.  Smita Khanijow wrote raising important issues of HR practises 

that had been violated in my case
v
  

25. Sweta kujur , Delhi wrote demanding justice
vi
 

26.  Keerti, Programme Officer, Patna wrote in support and 

solidarity to me
vii

 

27.  Sharanya Nayak, Programme Officer Bhubaneswar, wrote 

explaining the HR Practices
viii

  

28. Pankaj Shwetabh, Programme Officer, wrote demanding 

Justice for me
ix

 

29.  Rita Jina
x
 wrote supporting my case and demanded an inquiry 

and justice.   

30. Sudhir wrote along with Rita in support of me
xi
  

 

3. I continued with the organization from May 15th, 2013 to 31
st
 October 2013 without 

the extension of a formal contract. My salary was paid, my leaves and travel 

allowances were approved- how could this happen in an organisation like AA, whose 
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HR policies are so strict, this was kind of suffocating me every day (like a sword of 

uncertainty hanging on my head) as I was going to an office where my tenure had 

formally ended and gave me a lot of tension too all those days (as to whether I will get 

my wages / compensation / honorarium, because my contract was neither renewed nor 

extended). Sometimes I used to think whether this was a strategy adopted to ‘punish’ 

me or to ‘push’ me to leave the organisation 

4. I wrote a mail to my line manager Raghu and HR manager Vijay Naugain requesting 

to extend my contract to the appropriate time. On 17
th

 August 2013
xii

, I copied this 

mail to Country Director and Programmes Director, but there was no reply for 16 

days. 

Therefore, I wrote another mail on 2
nd

 September 2013 requesting to approve work 

from home
xiii

, as I was not comfortable working in the office without having a proper 

contract. My request to work from home was approved by Sehjo Singh, Programme 

Director, she wrote to me on 10
th

 September 2013
xiv

. She also informed that my line 

management was changed on request from Raghu, and Sehjo asked me to report to 

her. Why did they change my line management without even asking me and the 

decision was to report to someone who doesn’t sit in the same office? As per their 

decision, I am only a field officer (who is less capable to perform independently) who 

needs handholding, but was made to report to a senior / supervisor who sits in another 

office? Is this to enable me or to frustrate me...?    

When I asked for approval of my leave on 11
th
 October 2013, Sehjo wrote a pointless  

mail to me asking Raghu to advise and instruct accordingly
xv

,  I didn't understand 

until now what was her intention in writing these words.   

5. On 29
th

 October 2013, Sandeep, Country Director, was in Hyderabad for a workshop; 

on the same evening Raghu planned a staff meeting so that Sandeep can also 

participate in the staff meeting. One day before Raghu called me over phone and 

asked me to participate in the meeting. The meeting started at 7 pm., and Sandeep 

announced that there is no specific agenda for the meeting, and if anybody wanted to 

share anything they are welcome to so. Some colleagues shared their work related 

experiences. After some time, Sandeep praised Raghu saying that, ‘Raghu is the 

capable leader in whole ActionAid India’. He further said, “I love challenges, if 

anybody wants to challenge me, they are welcome”. Raghu also asked me saying, 
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“Karthik, if you want to ask anything from Sandeep, you can ask”. I kept quiet, as I 

was not aware why they are asking me. However, when I came home and checked my 

mail at 9 pm, I found mails from HR by closing my contract with ActionAid India.  

6. ActionAid India Management did not conduct an inquiry according to its own internal 

procedure with internal members, and they had not asked me to exercise my option to 

choose any member from my side. They themselves constituted the inquiry 

committee. Moreover, why did they involve Martin Macwan, an outsider and 

ActionAid Partner? Only because he is Dalit himself. 

7. ActionAid India mentions in every advertisement that candidates from SC (Scheduled 

Castes), ST (Scheduled Tribes), BC (Backward Classes) and religious minorities are 

encouraged to apply. However, it was never mattered while selecting and appointing 

the required staff. There were very few individuals from these communities. 

Moreover, ActionAid India has only a staff diversity policy but no program to enable 

the members from these communities to function effectively.  

a. It seems that the purpose of the diversity policy has been reduced only to 

identify the social background of people and covertly express prejudiced 

attitude towards them or to victimise them in the name of being less efficient. 

i. In a caste based society like India if the affirmative policy is only to 

identify candidates and do nothing beyond that, it will be potentially 

counterproductive to the interests of the persons belonging to 

SC/ST?BC/Minorities however inclusive the policy be. The policy 

should clearly pronounce and define rights and duties for both sides.  

ii. Interestingly in this case the enquiry committee has provided an escape 

route the hegemonic and caste aggressive behaviour of persons in the 

Senior Management Team by quoting only those provisions of the 

diversity policy. 

iii. Finally being a member of several fact finding committees, both in 

Andhra Pradesh and elsewhere in the country, and also as someone 

who has followed up several cases individually in courts of justice I 

have no hesitation to submit that the enquiry committee did not study 

the case either objectively or from victim’s point of view, but rather 



demonstrated a defending lawyer’s role. Going against the basic 

human rights and justice perspective which asserts that “it is the 

perception of the discriminated to be considered by the fact finding 

committee or enquiry committee rather than the ‘perpetrators’ version”  

I am a first generation educated Dalit belonging to a most backward region, 

Telangana in Andhra Pradesh. I continued all my education with government 

scholarships and in welfare hostels; I was associated with progressive students 

movement all through my entire student life  

Due to all these developments, I had and have been suffering mentally; all this has 

caused intense trauma and a kind of mental suffocation to me, all these days – that 

cannot be compensated. 

 I request you to kindly look into various aspects of these series of events and do 

justice.  

Sincerely  

S/d  

Karthik Navayan  

tonavayan@gmail.com  

+919346677007 

Notes/ references  
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karthiks-mail-kumkum-and-colleagues.pdf 
 
iii
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iv
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